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The roundtable was well attended, so much so that we had to borrow many chairs from the
room next door and enlist colleagues to help lead some of the tables because we did not have
enough committee members to be at all the tables. There were approximately 10 tables, with
8-10 people at each table. Also because of the size, we were not able to take notes from each
table, but below are the topics and questions that each table was given to select their
discussions from.

Teaching Non-Traditional Legal Research Materials
● Locating reports from research centers and think tanks.
● Locating data from legal sources such as the Administrative Office of US Courts,

law-adjacent sources such as the Bureau of Justice, and non-legal sources such as
demographic data.

● How do we teach this material? Are we just teaching how to locate data or teaching how
data can be woven into legal advocacy?

Teaching Legal Tech Tools, including Ediscovery, document formatting, and legal analytics
● Do we teach software or general skills?
● Should this be part of the legal research curriculum? Does it belong somewhere else in

the law school? Are we going to end up with it anyways?
● Do we create new legal tech classes or incorporate these skills into existing research

classes?

NextGen Bar Exam impact on legal research instruction
● Should legal research be tested on the bar exam?
● If so, do we change our instruction models? Does legal research become a required

course?

Accessibility in legal research instruction materials including best practices for using videos,
PowerPoint slides, Word docs versus PDFs

● Are you currently considering accessibility when creating your materials?
● What types of accessibility are you building in your course?
● What are your concerns around accessibility in the classroom?

Updating/Modernizing your Materials/Content/Syllabus
● Teaching/reading materials – textbooks, articles, videos? What is best, how do you find

them, are they current and updated, how do you incorporate into class discussion?
● Do you create your own materials, especially teaching/reading materials? What is your

strategy, and what is the time commitment?
● When do you decide to abandon a reading or resource?


